The generalized Doppler effect spectrum produced by particles moving on arbitrary trajectories is analyzed. Scattering by a single particle moving in the farfield of a transmitter and a receiver is considered. It is shown that the Doppler spectrum exciting the particle is due to two factors: The longitudinal (or radial) component of the motion produces a spectrum similar to the conventional Doppler effect, by affecting the phase of the excitation wave. In addition, spectral effects are produced by the particle moving transversely (or angularly) through the spatJelly modulated radiation pattern of the transmitter. By virtue of the reciprocity properties of transmitters and receivers, each spectral component of tbe excitation signal again gives rise to spectra induced by the longitudinal and the transversal components of the motion relative to the receiver. The combined Doppler spectrum observed at the receiving transducer or antenna output is a convolution of all four spectra. The behavior of an ensemble of scattering particles is analyzed. The statistics are found by defining the particle and/or the trajectory parameters as random variables. Presently, it is assumed that the particles are identical, their positions arc uncorrelated, and multiple scattering is ignored. It is shown that the interference of scattered waves from various particles, manifested in the coherent radiation, gives rise to a spectrum that might be different from that of a single particle. In special cases, the combined spectrum degenerates into a single frequency, and when this is the transmitter's frequency, the Doppler effect completely disappears. This explains the fact that when we have moving media, but the boundary surfaces are at rest, there is no Doppler effect. The results of the present analysis contribute to our understanding of Doppler velocimetry methods using ultrasound or laser radiation in medical and industrial instrumentation.
INTRODUCTION
Previous studies of wave propagation in the presence of moving media tacitly or explicitly assumed that there are no Doppler frequency shifts when interfaces are at rest, although the media might be in motion. This approach neglected the fact that to some extent media always contain inhomogeneities, whose motion produces Doppler frequency shifts. Ultrasound or laser Doppler measurements are based on the latter phenomenon. This paradoxical situation is studied here from the point of view of the scattering produced by discrete particles, and the coherent and incoherent spectra created by an ensemble of such particles.
We deal here with the generalized Doppler effect produced by particles moving on arbitrary trajectories, having arbitrarily varying velocities, and illuminated by arbitrary sources. First, the generalized Doppler effect produced by a single particle is analyzed. It is shown that to the first order in v/c, the spectrum measured by the receiver is a convolution of the particle excitation spectrum and the spectrum produced by the particle as it moves relative to the receiver.
Each of these spectra can themselves be represented as a convolution of two spectra, due to the longitudinal and transversal components of the motion relative to the transmitter or the receiver.
The statistical aspect is introduced by defining particle or trajectory parameters as random variables and specifying their associated probability density functions. By defining an ensemble of noninteracting particles, we create an equivalent scattering object whose shape, density, and motion are specified. The individual particles act as infinitesimal volume elements in the sense of a first-order Born approximation. It is then possible to discuss, for example, equivalent scatterers in the shape of rotating cylinders of circular and elliptical cross section, and derive the associated Doppler spectra.
It is shown below that in some cases the coherent Doppler spectrum degenerates into the incident field's frequency, i.e., the Doppler effect disappears. However, this cannot happen to the incoherently scattered field where intensities (as opposed to phase-dependent field magnitudes in the coherent case) are summed. Consequently, the experimenter using Doppler methods must always determine whether it is the coherent or the incoherent field that is predominant, or to what extent it is important to separate the coherent and incoherent components of the measured radiation.
The fact that the Doppler spectrum produced by scattering by a single particle and the coherent spectrum produced by a collection of statistically identical particles can be quite different has been pointed out recently by Censor and Le Vine? An example has been analyzed, involving an ensemble of particles moving inside a slab region parallel to the interfaces. It has been shown that although the field scattered by individual particles displays Doppler frequency shifts, the ensemble averaged field, i.e., the coherent radiation, contains the incident frequency only. In that special case, the disappearance of the Doppler effect was due to the fact that the coherent scattered field is reflected in the specular direction. Conditions have been discussed for which the Doppler effects will reappear, e.g., when the slab region is masked by an opaque screen with a small aperture. This constitutes only a special example because in many diffraction problems the Doppler effect will disappear even though no specular scattering occurs.
It is interesting to investigate these situations where the Doppler effect changes gradually, because many studies involving moving media do not even mention the possibility of Doppler effects. In other cases, when the lack of Doppler effects is stipulated, it is sometimes explained by the fact that the boundary surfaces are at rest, although the media are in motion. It has been observed I that this is true as a limiting investigated by assuming a collection of small, noninteracting particles distributed on such surfaces. This approach, amounting to a first-order Born approximation, is implemented here. First, a single particle moving along a deterministic specified trajectory is considered. The source illuminating this particle produces a field whose amplitude varies in space according to the radiation pattern associated with this source. As the particle moves through this spacemodulated field, its excitation field varies with time. Therefore, even if the particle moves uniformly along a straight line, its excitation field will possess a broadened spectrum, not merely a single Doppler-shifted frequency. For the generalized Doppler effect this is compounded by the fact that for arbitrary trajectories and time-dependent velocities along them, a more complicated excitation signal is created, which yields a spectrum even when the radiation pattern is constant. In the farfield (i.e., in the sense of the Fraunhofer diffraction approximation), these effects enter in the phase and in the directivity function, i.e., the radiation pattern, of the excitation field. These effects constitute a product in the time domain, corresponding to a convolution of spectra in the frequency domain.
In order to determine the signal measured at the receiver, the reciprocity principle is invoked. For each spectral component of the excitation field, the particle now acts as a transmitter, and, as it moves along its trajectory, the signal at the receiver will be modulated, due to both the receiver's radiation pattern and the generalized Doppler effect arising from the nonuniform motion. Once more this yields a spectrum that is a convolution of two spectra. It is shown that to the first order in v/c, the received spectrum is a convolution of all four spectra. The problem is very complicated, and for the electromagnetic case a relativistically exact treatment is out of the question at this time. As pointed out in the literature, 2'21 a quasispecial-relativistic treatment can be effected by considering the instantaneous velocity. However, this must be considered as heuristic and approximate, because to date no proof exists regarding the validity of this method. Further- The rest of this article is devoted to discussion of a few simple examples. We are able to show, for example, that a rotating circular cylindrical shell produces no coherent Doppler frequency shifts. However, when the surface is perturbed such that a rotating elliptical cylinder is created, new sidebands appear in the scattered field. In order to demonstrate the gradual transition from a Doppler spectrum to its disappearance, the time delay between particles on a given trajectory is defined as a random variable with a Gaussian probability density function. This produces a Gaussian bandpass filter for the coherent radiation. By changing parameters, the width of this filter is varied, and in the extreme cases it can become an all pass or a 6-function notch filter.
I. GENERALIZED DOPPLER EFFECT FOR A SMALL OBJECT
Scattering by small particles in thc acoustical field is discussed by Morse and Ingard. 3 The corresponding problem for the electromagnetic field is also amply discussed, e.g., see Stratton •4 and Jackson? The electromagnetic problem is more complicated due to its vectorial nature. The es-sential features of the generalized Doppler effect will be retained if we confine the argument to scalar waves. The acoustical and electromagnetic problems can be presented simultaneously for the case of scattering by thin cylinders with the incident wave propagating perpendicularly to the axis. In the electromagnetic case, a scalar problem exists for normal incidence and E or H field polarization along the cylindrical axis. In any ease, we shall consider the thin cylindrical scatterer to act as a monopole, i.e., an omnidirectional scatterer. The present approach also simplifies the analysis because the trajectory r = R(t)
( 1) now lies in the xy plane, perpendicular to the axis z; hence, we have only two components
to consider. The source emits a monochromatic wave •Ps at frequency cao, which at large distances can be written in the
where ½ stands for the field variable, e.g., the acoustic potential or the pressure in the sound field, or Ez in the electromagnetic field; r s is the distance from the source; and t = ts + rs/C (4) is the retarded time relevant to the scatterer at distance rs, with c as the phase velocity. In (3), gs describes the scattering amplitude, which is a function of the excitation frequency and direction. For the present two-dimensional case, the scattering amplitude is as a function of •, the azimuthal angle about the cylindrical axis. The trajectory ( 1 ), (2) discussed here is confined to a small region of space, such that its dimensions are small compared to r s. Consequently, (3) can be considerably simplified, in a manner that will enable us to directly substitute ( 1 ) in (3). First, note that due to the restricted motion of the particle, r s may be taken as a constant in the denominator of (3) In view of (7), the sp<tmm • is given by the convolution
The factor e -• shifts the frequencies to the reference o o.
In order to compute the scattered field at the r<eiver, the reciprocity principle is invoked. Each scattered s•tral component o' is now considered to be radiated by a transmitter. In analogy to (3), we now have a signal
•(o'--Oo)e-•ø"g(w')/P/:, o'=Oo+O, 
which appears as a factor in the same expression (10). Note that both ( 11 ) and (12) are expanded about the reference frequency cao-For small particles g(o') is proportional to (ca')", where n is some power, e.g., for Rayleigh scattering n = 2, hence, the derivative ofg(o') is proportional to 2to'. It follows that the term in parentheses in ( 11 ) 
This is a very interesting and analytically convenient result, describing the total spectrum as the convolution of the individual spectra. Special simple cases of (19) have been noted before; see Newhouse et al. 27 and Bascom et al. 2s Inasmuch as a single object is considered, we are dealing here with coherent radiation. The incoherent radiation appears when an ensemble is introduced, as will be done below.
II. TWO SIMPLE EXAMPLES
In order to highlight the result (19), two simple examples will be considered. The first involves simple uniform motion and effects on the spectrum that are introduced by the transmitter and receiver radiation patterns. The second example involves omnidirectional transmitter and receiver, so that in this case the radiation patterns have no effect, however, the nonuniform motion itself will have an effect on the spectrum. For this example a harmonic motion is cho- 
proportional to 6(to -too), and r/(to) = r/n (to) are boxcar functions over the range of (22). Now, according to (19), the convolution of the rectangular spectra r/(to), r/s (to), Here the transmitter and receiver radiation patterns have no effect on the spectrum. In practice, this implies a broad mainlobe in the radiation pattern. In the mathematical model, we take gs, g• as constants; hence, according to (8) and (17) •/(co) = r/s (co) = •(co -coo) ß
The transmitter-receiver pair are situated as in the first example. The motion is described by 
x = X(t) -----Xo + a cos 11t,
where v is a random variable associated with a probability density function p(v). The effect on (19) subject to (8), 
which is easily verified by using the definition of the convolution integral. Due to the complex conjugation the delay time has no effect on the incoherent spectrum ( 
where n is an integer and f• is the (angular) frequency. Thus (8) and ( One of the main points discussed here is the nature of the Doppler spectrum produced by a particle moving on an arbitrary trajectory, at the same time traversing the radiation patterns of the transmitter and the receiver. To first order in v/c, the spectrum corresponding to this generalized Doppler effect is obtained by convoicing the individual spectra involved. The second aspect discussed here is the effect of interference of the fields scattered by individual particles on the overall coherent spectrum. While the total power spectral density is determined by the power spectra of the individual particles, the coherent spectrum depends on the phase information as well. In various situations, the coherent Doppler spectrum degenerates into a single frequency, e.g., the original transmitter frequency. In order to analyze such configurations, "media" and "objects" are defined by randomizing trajectory parameters. For example, it is shown that for any trajectory, if the initial time is randomized, the coherent Doppler spectrum can be made to vanish, except for the transmitter's original frequency.
R(t) can be represented as a Fourier series R(t) = • A• cos(n•t) -t-B, sin(nf•t)
Special cases were discussed, the question of rotating cylinders, for example. It is shown that for homogeneous circular cylinders, rotating about their axis, the Doppler effect vanishes. However, if the cylinder is not homogeneous over its cross section, e.g., if the surface impedance depends on the azimuthal angle, or if an eccentric inhomogeneity is included, the Doppler effect is manifested by a discrete spectrum with the distance between sidebands corresponding to the rotation frequency. The elliptical cylinder, or in general any arbitrary cross section, except the circular cylinder rotating about the cylindrical axis, belongs to this category and produces the discrete spectrum. It is also shown that if the trajectory is periodic and synchronous with the transmitted radiation, the Doppler spectrum is completely coherent.
The present approach of discussing collections of small scatterers in order to gain insight into more complicated situations involving moving systems proves itself here as a very promising approach. Although multiple scattering is ignored, we thus are able to create "objects" and discuss the ensuing scattering spectra. Of course, in a more realistic analysis, one will have to discuss the effects introduced by the cloud of particles becoming increasingly dense.
